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Effects of the number of meanings (NOM) and the relatedness of those meanings (ROM) were examined
for Japanese Katakana words using a lexical-decision task. In Experiment 1, only a NOM advantage was
observed. In Experiment 2, the same Katakana words produced a ROM advantage when Kanji words and
nonwords were added. Because the Kanji nonwords consisted of unrelated characters whereas the Kanji
words consisted of related characters, participants may have used the relatedness of activated meanings
as a cue in making lexical decisions in this experiment, artificially creating a ROM advantage for
Katakana words. Consistent with this explanation, no ROM effect for Katakana words was observed in
Experiment 3 when the Kanji nonwords consisted of characters with similar (i.e., related) meanings.
These results pose a further challenge to the position that the speed of semantic coding is modulated by
ROM for ambiguous words.
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A key question in reading research is how meanings are
retrieved from the printed forms. While this process is a com-
plicated one even for unambiguous (i.e., single meaning) words,
it is substantially more complicated for words that have multiple
meanings (e.g., BANK). One type of model that potentially seems
equipped to handle the nuances of processing ambiguous words
and that, in general, has had some success explaining the nature of
the orthographic-semantic interaction is parallel distributed pro-
cessing (PDP) models (e.g., Borowsky & Masson, 1996;
Kawamoto, 1993; Kawamoto, Farrar, & Kello, 1994; Plaut, 1997;
Plaut & McClelland, 1993; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, &
Patterson, 1996; Rodd, Gaskell, & Marslen-Wilson, 2004;
Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989; Van Orden, Pennington, &
Stone, 1990). The present research is an attempt to investigate
some of the assumptions models of this sort have made about the
meaning retrieval process for ambiguous words.
According to PDP models, orthographic, phonological, and se-

mantic information are represented as patterns of activation over
sets of units representing features of the respective domains. These
units are interconnected with each other and the weights on these
connections are adjusted through a learning process in order to
produce correct associations between the input representations
(i.e., orthography) and the output representations (i.e., pronuncia-
tions and meanings). In addition, the strength of association be-
tween these representations is determined by the consistency of the
input-output relationships possessed by the various words and,
hence, the speed of the settling process at the output level is

determined by these associative strengths. As such, the models
predict that the speeds of phonological coding and semantic coding
should be modulated by the nature of orthographic-phonological
and orthographic-semantic relationships possessed by the words
being read.
Research on the processing of homographs provides a nice dem-

onstration of exactly this point. Homographs are words with two
pronunciations (e.g., WIND), and the typical finding is that these
words take longer to name than frequency matched nonhomographs
(e.g., Kawamoto & Zemblidge, 1992; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes,
& Tanenhaus, 1984). Using a PDP model, Seidenberg and
McClelland (1989) were able to successfully simulate this homo-
graph disadvantage. When their model was trained to read a
nonhomograph, a reasonably strong association was established
between orthographic and phonological representations because a
single orthographic pattern of activation was always mapped onto
a single phonological pattern of activation. In contrast, when the
model was trained to read a homograph, the associations estab-
lished between the single orthographic pattern and each of the two
phonological representations were weaker because the weights
most appropriate for one of the orthographic-phonological associ-
ations would be altered during the process of learning the other
association. Because of the weaker relationships between orthog-
raphy and phonology for the homographs, the settling process in
the model was slower for the homographs than for the nonhomo-
graphs, providing an explanation of the homograph disadvantage
in the latency data.
In the semantic realm, these models would postulate that there

are more complicated (i.e., one-to-many) relationships between
orthography and semantics for ambiguous words (i.e., words with
multiple meanings) than for unambiguous words. Therefore, as
Joordens and Besner (1994) have noted, this type of model should
also predict a processing time disadvantage for ambiguous words
(compared to unambiguous words) because the settling process at
the semantic level should be more difficult for ambiguous words.
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This prediction, however, has not been borne out in the data from
lexical decision experiments, most of which appear to show a number
of meanings (NOM; i.e., ambiguity) advantage (e.g., Borowsky &
Masson, 1996; Hino & Lupker, 1996; Hino, Lupker, & Pexman,
2002; Hino, Lupker, Sears, & Ogawa, 1998; Jastrzembski, 1981;
Jastrzembski & Stanners, 1975; Kellas, Ferraro, & Simpson, 1988;
Millis & Button, 1989; Pexman & Lupker, 1999; Rubenstein,
Garfield, & Millikan, 1970; Rubenstein, Lewis, & Rubenstein,
1971, although see Forster & Bednall, 1976, and Gernsbacher,
1984). As a result, these types of models have had to develop
additional assumptions about the nature of representations for
ambiguous words as well as the nature of processing in a lexical-
decision task (e.g., Borowsky & Masson, 1996; Hino et al., 2002;
Kawamoto, Farrar, & Kello, 1994; Klepousniotou & Baum, 2007;
Piercey & Joordens, 2000; Rodd, Gaskell, & Marslen-Wilson,
2002, 2004).
One way to try to solve this problem has been to argue that

lexical decision performance is not necessarily sensitive to the
nature of semantic coding (e.g., Borowsky & Masson, 1996; Hino
& Lupker, 1996; Kawamoto et al., 1994; Rueckl, 1995) and,
instead, that lexical decisions are based mainly on the nature of
orthographic processing (e.g., Balota & Chumbley, 1984; Besner
& McCann, 1987). For example, Kawamoto et al. (1994) simu-
lated the ambiguity advantage in lexical decision tasks using a
fully recurrent PDP network with a least mean square learning
algorithm. Working on the assumption that lexical decisions are
based mainly on orthographic properties of stimuli, Kawamoto et
al. used the number of cycles required for fully settling within the
orthographic module in order to simulate lexical decision perfor-
mance. In their simulations, when a single orthographic pattern
was mapped onto multiple semantic patterns (i.e., the situation
for ambiguous words), the model developed stronger associa-
tions amongst orthographic units. In essence, the weaker associ-
ations between orthographic and semantic units for ambiguous
words were compensated for by developing stronger associations
amongst orthographic units. As a result, the speed of settling
within the orthographic module was faster for ambiguous words
than for unambiguous words, successfully simulating the ambigu-
ity advantage.
An alternative approach to the problem was provided by

Borowsky and Masson (1996) who argued that the sum of energy
within the orthographic and semantic modules, which reflects the
network’s activity toward a learnt pattern of activation (a basin of
attraction), is the metric that drives performance in a lexical-
decision task. According to Borowsky and Masson, the energy
within the orthographic and semantic modules is assumed to
reflect the familiarity of stimuli, so that the energy will decrease
more quickly for familiar stimuli than for unfamiliar stimuli. As
such, lexical decision latencies were simulated using the number of
cycles required for the energy to reach a certain criterion in their
Hopfield network model trained with a Hebbian learning algo-
rithm. With this procedure, Borowsky and Masson successfully
simulated an ambiguity advantage in lexical decision tasks.

Homonymous – Polysemous Distinction

One advantage of models that adopt the assumption of distrib-
uted representations at the semantic level is that these models have
a straightforward way of representing a potentially important dis-

tinction between types of ambiguous words; polysemous words
and homonyms. Polysemous words are words for which the var-
ious meanings of the word are related, while homonyms are words
in which the meanings are unrelated. An example of a homonym
is BANK, which has two completely unrelated meanings, “a
financial institution” and “the edge of a river”. Homonyms are
assumed to arise because unrelated word meanings are arbitrarily
attached to the same form. In contrast, an ambiguous word like
“PAPER” is a typical example of a polysemous word because the
meanings it has are all related to one another (e.g., “a writing
material” and “the content written on that material”). The term
“multiple senses” is often used, rather than “multiple meanings”,
when describing polysemous words. Polysemous words are as-
sumed to arise by extending the use of a word into new contexts.
Although the homonymous-polysemous distinction is etymolog-

ical, within a PDP framework, this distinction can be reflected
quite naturally in terms of how these two types of words are
represented in semantic memory, which, as a result, should give
rise to processing differences when those words are read. In
particular, Azuma and Van Orden (1997) and Rodd et al. (2002,
2004) proposed that the homonymous-polysemous distinction
could be reflected within a PDP framework by assuming that
semantic representations for related senses share a set of semantic
features while the semantic representations for unrelated meanings
do not. That is, whereas homonymous meanings would be as-
sumed to be represented by separate sets of semantic units (fea-
tures), polysemous senses would be assumed to share at least a
subset of semantic units. As such, the orthographic-to-semantic
mappings would be more consistent for polysemous words than for
homonyms. As a result, PDP models would predict that the settling
process at the semantic level should be slower for homonyms than
for polysemous words.
Azuma and Van Orden (1997) did indeed report a result con-

sistent with this prediction, specifically, an advantage for words
with related meanings (i.e., a relatedness-of-meaning (ROM) ad-
vantage) in a lexical decision experiment when pseudohomo-
phones were used as nonwords (although such was only the case
for words having few meanings overall). More specifically, in their
experiments, the number of meanings/senses and the relatedness
amongst meanings/senses were orthogonally manipulated. When
legal nonwords were used, no significant effects were observed.
When pseudohomophones were used as nonwords, however, a
ROM advantage was observed for the few-meaning words (i.e.,
ambiguous words with related meanings were responded to faster
than word with unrelated meanings). In addition, there was a main
effect of NOM (i.e., the basic ambiguity advantage).
In order to simulate NOM and ROM effects in lexical decision,

Rodd et al. (2004) developed a PDP model based on the Hopfield
network used by Joordens and Besner (1994) and Borowsky and
Masson (1996). Instead of using a Hebbian learning algorithm,
Rodd et al. employed the least mean square learning algorithm
used by Kawamoto et al. (1994). In contrast to Kawamoto et al.’s
model, however, Rodd et al. assumed that the settling time in the
semantic module indexed lexical decision time.
In their model, each meaning/sense is represented by an attractor

basin in a semantic module and the state of the semantic system
moves into one of the attractor basins when a meaning/sense is
computed for a word. For an unambiguous word, a single attractor
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basin is assumed, whereas multiple attractor basins are assumed
for homonyms and polysemous words. In addition, because pol-
ysemous senses are related, their attractor basins are clustered
together in the semantic system. In essence, the polysemous senses
are assumed to essentially create a broad attractor basin containing
the attractor basins of all the multiple senses. Thus, although it
would take longer for the network to fully compute a meaning/
sense for a polysemous word than for an unambiguous word, the
network should find its way into the broad basin fairly quickly.
Under the assumption that the lexical status of a stimulus could be
evaluated once the state of the semantic system enters an attractor
basin, a processing advantage for polysemous words over unam-
biguous words in lexical decision can be explained. In contrast,
there should be no such advantage for homonyms because their
multiple meanings are not similar and, hence, their representations
do not create a broad attractor basin. In fact, when homonyms are
processed, the inconsistent relationship between orthography and
semantics should produce a processing cost in comparison to both
polysemous and unambiguous words.
Consistent with these predictions, Rodd et al. (2002) reported a

significant polysemy advantage (multiple-sense words were re-
sponded to faster than few-sense words) and a small trend toward
a homonymy disadvantage (multiple-meaning words were re-
sponded to slightly slower than few-meaning words) in their
(visual) lexical-decision task, essentially consistent with the pre-
dictions those authors made based on their PDP model. That is, a
processing advantage was observed when words possessed more
senses (when the number of meanings was kept constant); how-
ever, words having more meanings, but having the same number of
senses, produced a small processing time disadvantage (See also
Beretta, Fiorentino, & Poeppel, 2005, for the identical results using
the same stimuli. In these experiments, the number of unrelated
meanings and the number of related senses were manipulated
based on the online Wordsmyth English Dictionary – Thesaurus:
Parks, Ray, & Bland, 1998). As in Azuma and Van Orden (1997),
obtaining these results in a visual lexical-decision task required
using pseudohomophones as the nonwords.
Rodd et al. (2002) also analysed the stimuli used in three

previous studies that reported ambiguity advantages in lexical
decision tasks (Azuma & Van Orden, 1997; Borowsky & Masson,
1996; Millis & Button, 1989) using the same dictionary (Parks et
al., 1998). Their analysis suggested that, in the two of three studies,
there was no difference in the number of meanings between
many-meaning words (the “ambiguous” words) and few-meaning
words (the “unambiguous” words). In contrast, the number of
senses was larger for many-meaning words than for few-meaning
words in all the three studies. As such, it appears that the ambi-
guity manipulation in these experiments may have involved ma-
nipulating senses rather than meanings. Based on these observa-
tions, Rodd et al. suggested that, consistent with their own
findings, the ambiguity advantages reported in previous studies
were due to the ambiguous words having multiple senses rather
than having multiple meanings (although such is probably not the
case in all of the prior literature, e.g., see Hino & Lupker, 1996).
Hence, Rodd et al. argued that the ambiguity advantage observed
previously may be reconcilable with their claims about the nature
of semantic representations for homonyms and polysemous words.

Empirical Challenges to Rodd et al.’s (2002; 2004)
Theoretical Position

Although Rodd et al.’s (2002) assumption about the nature of
semantic representations for homonyms and polysemous words is
consistent with their own data, it garnered little support in a series
of studies by Klein and Murphy (2001, 2002) using a sensicality
judgement task. In this task, participants are asked to decide
whether a given phrase makes sense, responding by pressing one
of two buttons. In their experiments, noun phrases were created by
presenting polysemous words preceded by a modifier (e.g.,
SHREDDED PAPER). The same polysemous word was accom-
panied by different modifiers in different phrases, so that the
polysemous word in pairs of phrases denoted either the same sense
(e.g., WRAPPING PAPER – SHREDDED PAPER) or different
senses (e.g., DAILY PAPER – SHREDDED PAPER). If a pol-
ysemous word (e.g., PAPER) is represented essentially as an
abstract core meaning that encompasses all the senses (i.e., the
broad attractor basin described above), similar sets of semantic
features should be activated by the same-sense and different-sense
words. Hence, the two prime types should produce equivalent
latencies. In contrast, if polysemous senses are separately repre-
sented (as the multiple meanings for homonyms are presumed to
be), the same-sense primes should activate many more features
common to the target meaning, producing faster latencies. Klein
and Murphy’s results were consistent with the latter prediction.
The sensicality judgement responses were faster for the same-
sense pairs than for the different-sense pairs.
Also using their sensicality judgement task, Klein and Murphy

(2001) attempted to examine another implication of these repre-
sentational assumptions. Because homonymous meanings are as-
sumed to be represented separately, same-meaning pairs (e.g.,
COMMERCIAL BANK – SAVINGS BANK) should lead to
much faster latencies than different-meaning pairs (e.g., CREEK
BANK – SAVINGS BANK). It is more important to note that if
polysemous senses are represented by a core meaning, the size of
the difference between same-sense pairs and different-sense pairs
for polysemous words should be much smaller than the size of the
difference between same-meaning and different-meaning pairs
when using homonyms. Contrary to this prediction, Klein and
Murphy’s results showed that the differences for the two types of
ambiguous words were identical.1

Based on the results of the sensicality judgement task, as well as
some additional experiments, Klein and Murphy (2001, 2002)
suggested that relatedness of meanings/senses is essentially inde-
pendent of the semantic overlap. That is, although polysemous
senses are related, most polysemous senses, like homonymous

1 Klepousniotou, Titone, and Romero (2008) recently attempted to rep-
licate Klein and Murphy’s (2001) results. For ambiguous words with
low-overlap and moderate-overlap among meanings, the results were sim-
ilar to those of Klein and Murphy. For ambiguous words with more highly
overlapping meanings, however, Klepousniotou et al. observed comparable
response latencies for the same-meaning and different-meaning pairs when
the target phrase denoted a dominant meaning of the ambiguous word,
indicating the possibility that multiple meanings are represented by a single
core representation for this type of ambiguous words. When a word’s
senses/meanings are highly overlapping, however, the word may actually
be better thought of as being unambiguous.
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meanings, are represented separately in a reader’s semantic sys-
tem. For example, although the two senses, “a writing material”
and “a content written on that material” for the polysemous word
PAPER are related (the latter being an extension of the former),
semantic overlap between these two senses is actually fairly min-
imal because the writing material is dissimilar to the content
written on that material. As a result, most related senses would
only minimally share semantic features (i.e., there is not a broad
attractor basin for multiple-sense words), meaning that the degree
of consistency of the orthographic-to-semantic mappings would be
essentially similar for homonyms and polysemous words. If so, in
contrast to the position of Rodd et al. (2002, 2004) amongst others,
there would be no reason to expect that the speed of the settling
process would be different for homonyms than for polysemous
words (within a PDP framework) nor would there be any obvious
reason, within this framework, why polysemy would facilitate
lexical-decision making while homonymy would not.
Data consistent with Klein and Murphy’s (2001, 2002) argu-

ment have been reported by Hino, Pexman, and Lupker (2006).
Hino et al. examined the effect of ambiguity and relatedness of
meanings (ROM) using lexical decision and semantic categoriza-
tion tasks. Following Azuma and Van Orden (1997), Hino et al.
manipulated the relatedness of the various meanings of ambiguous
words in a quantitative fashion using subjective ratings rather than
using dictionary definitions to find words that could be classified
as either homonymous or polysemous.2 Ambiguity itself was also
manipulated based on subjective ratings, using a procedure similar
to those used by Hino and Lupker (1996) and Kellas et al. (1988).
Their experiments involved three word groups: ambiguous words
with related meanings, ambiguous words with unrelated meanings,
and unambiguous words. In their lexical-decision task, an ambi-
guity advantage was observed: lexical decision latencies were
faster for the two types of ambiguous words than for the unam-
biguous words. Lexical decision performance was, however, vir-
tually identical for the two types of ambiguous words (i.e., there
was no ROM effect).
Hino et al. (2006) interpreted the processing advantages for the

two types of ambiguous words as implying that performance in the
lexical-decision task has little to do with the process of settling at
the semantic level. Rather, this effect was due to semantic feed-
back (i.e., feedback from the semantic level to the orthographic/
lexical level which is the key level for making lexical decisions).
The amount of semantic activation generated by reading a word
would be greater for ambiguous words than for unambiguous
words and, in line with the conclusions of Klein and Murphy
(2001, 2002), the amount of semantic activation would be com-
parable for the two types of ambiguous words since all meanings,
even related ones, are essentially represented separately. Thus, the
processing advantage produced by the semantic feedback into the
orthographic/lexical system should also be similar for the two
types of ambiguous words.
The lack of a ROM effect in Hino et al.’s (2006) lexical-decision

task is, of course, inconsistent with the data reported by Rodd et al.
(2002). Note, however, that the nonwords used in Rodd et al.’s and
Hino et al.’s tasks were different. Rodd et al. used pseudohomo-
phones, nonwords that are pronounced the same as real words. In
contrast, Hino et al. used standard nonwords. Because Hino et al.’s
stimuli were all written in Japanese Katakana script, pseudohomo-
phones could not be used in those experiments because any char-

acter string written in Katakana that sounds like a word is consid-
ered a word by Japanese readers.
According to Azuma and Van Orden (1997), the type of non-

words used in a lexical-decision task is important because different
types of nonwords cause participants to strategically alter the
nature of the lexical decision making process. As previously noted,
Azuma and Van Orden only observed a ROM advantage when the
nonword foils were pseudohomophones in their lexical decision
experiments. They argued that when nonword foils are standard
nonwords participants typically engage in orthographically-based
processing, which is typically sufficient to allow them to accu-
rately make lexical decisions (e.g., Balota & Chumbley, 1984;
Besner & McCann, 1987). In contrast, because pseudohomo-
phones are more word-like, when pseudohomophones are used as
nonword foils, participants are encouraged to engage a deeper,
semantic processing strategy, and hence, lexical decision perfor-
mance would be more sensitive to the process of semantic activa-
tion. As a result, semantic effects, particularly a ROM advantage,
would emerge.
In an effort to respond to these claims and, more specifically, in

a effort to examine the potential nature of semantic representations
and processing more directly, Hino et al. (2006) used a series of
semantic categorization tasks in which the word stimuli from their
lexical-decision task were used in the negative trials (as nonexem-
plars). If the speed of semantic activation is modulated by the
nature of the orthographic-to-semantic mappings for these words,
a ROM advantage (i.e., faster responding to ambiguous words with
related meanings than to ambiguous words with unrelated mean-
ings) and a NOM disadvantage (slower responding to ambiguous
words with unrelated meanings in comparison to unambiguous
words) would be expected in semantic categorization tasks.
In fact, Hino et al. (2006) did observe such a pattern when a

broad semantic category (e.g., Living Things) was used in the task
(see also Hino et al., 2002). At the same time, however, there were
no effects at all when narrower categories (e.g., Vegetables and
Animals) were used, suggesting to Hino et al. (2006) that the
different results were due to the differences in the decision-making
strategies used in these tasks. In the task with a narrower category,
participants are able to make a decision by merely checking a
small set of features, and hence, the number of meanings would be
irrelevant in making decisions for words on the negative trials. In
contrast, because a broader category is characterized by more
complicated combinations of features (e.g., family resemblance),
the decisions would be more difficult and all the activated features
would have to be checked before making a decision. Thus, the
number of meanings would affect the decision times for words in
the negative trials not because of differences in settling time but
due to a more complicated decision process. That is, Hino et al.
(2006) concluded that the NOM disadvantage and the ROM ad-
vantage observed in their Living Thing decision task are best
explained in terms of the decision-making process in which spe-

2 One of Gernsbacher’s (1984) main points was that word properties are
best measured by determining how those properties are represented in
readers’ minds (e.g., through norms) rather than relying on what one finds
in dictionaries. That was the approach taken by Kellas et al. (1988), Azuma
and Van Orden (1997), and Hino et al. (2006) among others.
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cific operations are required depending on the category used in the
task.
Note also that Hino et al.’s (2006) semantic categorization

results stand in contrast with those of Gottlob, Goldinger, Stone,
and Van Orden (1999) and Piercey and Joordens (2000), both of
whom reported an ambiguity disadvantage in the positive trials of
their relatedness judgement tasks (hence, supporting the assump-
tion that the speed of semantic activation is modulated by the
nature of orthographic-to-semantic mappings). However, as
Pexman, Hino, and Lupker (2004) have noted, a NOM disadvan-
tage in the positive trials of relatedness judgement tasks (e.g., are
they related?: VAMPIRE - BAT) can also be produced by the
decision-making process due to the negative bias created by the
alternative meaning of the ambiguous word (i.e., a baseball bat).
Pexman et al. went on to show that NOM (and ROM) effects do
not exist when the same stimuli are used on the negative trials of
their relatedness judgement tasks (e.g., are they related? TABLE -
BAT), a pattern that should not have emerged if those effects were
due to the nature/speed of semantic activation.
In sum, although the general notions underlying semantic rep-

resentations of ambiguous words in a PDP framework (as de-
scribed by Rodd et al., 2002) seem logical, there is, at present, very
little behavioural data supporting these notions and considerable
data that are inconsistent with them. Further, most of the support-
ing data seem to come from lexical decision tasks (Azuma & Van
Orden, 1997; Beretta et al., 2005; Klepousniotou & Baum, 2007;
Rodd et al., 2002), rather than tasks in which participants are
explicitly required to access word meanings, like categorization
and/or relatedness judgement tasks (e.g., Hino et al., 2006; Klein
& Murphy, 2001, 2002; Pexman et al., 2004).

The Present Research

Given that it is the lexical-decision task that provides the most
support for the PDP-based account of semantics under discussion,
the present research was an attempt to reexamine the ROM effect
using lexical decision tasks. In particular, we conducted three
lexical decision experiments using Japanese Katakana-written
stimuli. In contrast to the manipulation of ROM in Hino et al.
(2006), in these experiments, ROM was manipulated by explicitly
selecting homonyms, polysemous words, and unambiguous words
as done in Rodd et al. (2002). In Experiment 1, we used pro-
nounceable Katakana-written nonwords as in Hino et al.’s exper-
iment in order to determine whether this change in the operational
definition of ROM will produce a different pattern of results. To
anticipate our results, the data were no different than those in Hino
et al., that is, there was a significant NOM effect but no ROM
effect, in spite of the fact that we defined NOM and ROM just as
Rodd et al. did. Even though the existence of a NOM effect
indicates that semantics must have played some role in the lexical
decision making process in both of these experiments, because
pseudohomophones were not used as the nonwords one can still
question whether responding in either experiment was based on a
strategy that sufficiently involved semantic processing. In an at-
tempt to induce even more attention to semantic information
during lexical decision making, in Experiments 2 and 3, we in-
cluded Japanese Kanji words and nonwords in addition to the
Katakana words and nonwords.

Although Katakana is a shallow orthography in which the
character-to-sound correspondences are highly regular, Kanji is a
deep orthography in which the character-to-sound correspon-
dences are more complicated. Typically, a Kanji character has
Kun-reading and On-reading pronunciations. The Kun-readings
are Japanese original pronunciations, whereas the On-readings are
pronunciations imported from China. More relevant to the present
study, multicharacter Kana and Kanji words also differ in their
morphological structure. That is, while each Katakana character is
a phonetic character representing a mora, a combination of a
consonant and a vowel, each Kanji is a morpheme and, hence,
carries meanings.
Our logic here follows that of Taft (2003, 2004), who suggested

that deeper processing would be required in making lexical deci-
sions for polymorphemic words when the nonwords consisted of
wrong combinations of real morphemes than when the nonwords
were merely orthographically legal letter strings. That is, when
nonwords are letter strings, participants would be able to make a
correct “word” decision as soon as a morpheme is detected in the
stimulus. In contrast, when nonwords are wrong combinations of
real morphemes, a “word” decision requires participants to exam-
ine whether the given combination of the morphemes creates a
meaningful word. Thus, by including multicharacter Kanji words
and nonwords in our stimulus set, it should be possible to induce
participants to engage in a strategy that explicitly involves seman-
tic processing. If so, task performance should become more sen-
sitive to the process of semantic activation even for Katakana
words. Therefore, if the homonymous-polysemous distinction has
the representational implications incorporated within PDP models,
we should have more chance of observing a ROM effect for the
Katakana words when the multicharacter Kanji words and non-
words are involved in the stimulus set in Experiments 2 and 3.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants. Thirty undergraduate students from Chukyo
University participated in this experiment for course credit. All
were native Japanese speakers who had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision.

Stimuli. We selected 14 homonyms, 14 polysemous words,
and 14 unambiguous words from a Japanese dictionary (Umesao,
Kindaichi, Sakakura, & Hinohara, 1995).3 These words were three
to five Katakana characters in length. Following Rodd et al.
(2002), the number of dictionary entries and the number of senses
listed within each entry were counted for these words as indices of
the number of meanings and the number of senses. All the hom-
onyms had more than one dictionary entry, whereas both the
polysemous words and unambiguous words possessed only a sin-
gle entry. Thus, the number of dictionary entries was significantly
larger for the homonyms (2.79) than for the other two types of
words (1.00), F(2, 39) � 23.83, MSE � 0.63, p � .001. The
polysemous words and unambiguous words differed in terms of

3 Although we attempted to select as many items as possible in each of
the three conditions, we could only use 14 items per condition because we
had to match the words on a number of dimensions across the three
conditions as described in Table 1.
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the number of senses listed within the dictionary entry (4.79 vs.
1.71), F(1, 26) � 32.26, MSE � 2.05, p � .001. In addition, we
attempted to equate the number of senses between the polysemous
words (4.79) and the homonyms (4.50), F(1, 26) � 0.13, MSE �
4.46. As such, the number of senses were significantly smaller for
the unambiguous words than for the two types of ambiguous
words, F(2, 39) � 12.81, MSE � 3.15, p � .001.4

According to National Language Research Institute (1970), fre-
quency counts of these words were all less than 50 per 940,533. As
shown in Table 1, word length, F(2, 39) � 0.00, MSE � 0.32, the
number of syllables (morae), F(2, 39) � 0.08, MSE � 0.30, word
frequency, F(2, 39) � 0.49, MSE � 94.17, and orthographic
neighbourhood size based on National Language Research Insti-
tute (1993), F(2, 39) � 0.79, MSE � 14.83, were all equated
across the three word groups.5

In addition, according to the norming data collected by Hino et
al. (2006), the familiarity ratings were equivalent across the three
word groups, F(2, 39) � 0.00, MSE � 0.43. NOM ratings for the
homonyms and polysemous words were all more than 1.30,
whereas the NOM ratings were all less than 1.15 for the unam-
biguous words.6

The degrees of relatedness amongst meanings/senses were also
evaluated for the homonyms and the polysemous words using the
two types of rating data collected by Hino et al. (2006). Both types
of ratings indicated that the degree of relatedness were higher for
the polysemous words than for the homonyms.7

In addition to the 42 Katakana words, 42 Katakana nonwords
were selected from a list of Katakana nonwords that Hino et al.
(2006) used in their NOM ratings. The numbers of characters and
syllables of these Katakana nonwords were matched to those of the
42 Katakana words. The NOM ratings collected by Hino et al.
were all less than 0.05, with an average of 0.01 for the 42
nonwords.

Procedure. Participants were tested individually in a normally
lit room. Participants were asked to make a word-nonword dis-
crimination for each stimulus appearing on a video monitor (NEC,
PC-TV455) by pressing either a “Word” or a “Nonword” key on a
keyboard. The two keys that flank the space-key were used as the
word and nonword keys (“XFER” and “NFER” keys in a NEC
Japanese keyboard). Participants were also told that their responses
should be made as quickly and as accurately as possible. Eighteen
practise trials were given prior to the 84 experimental trials. Nine
Katakana words and nine Katakana nonwords were presented in a
random order in the practise trials. None of these stimuli were the
same as those used in the experimental trials. During the practise
trials, participants were informed about their lexical decision la-
tency and whether their response was correct after each trial. No
feedback was given during the experimental trials. The order of
stimulus presentation for the experimental trials was randomized
for each participant.
Each trial was initiated with a 50 ms 400 Hz beep signal.

Following the beep, a fixation point appeared at the centre of the
video monitor. One second after the onset of the fixation point, a

4 The number of dictionary senses for some of our unambiguous words
was more than one because it was difficult to collect words with only a
single sense. Thus, in our manipulation, the unambiguous words were
words with few senses. As shown in Table 1, however, the NOM ratings
were all less than 1.15 for these words. Therefore, we termed these words
unambiguous words.
5 Orthographic neighbourhood sizes were calculated using “sakuin.dat”

in National Language Research Institute (1993), which is a computer-based
dictionary with 36,780 word entries.
6 According to the NOM ratings collected by Hino et al. (2006), the

mean ratings were significantly lower for the unambiguous words (1.05)
than for the two types of ambiguous words, F(2, 39)� 78.56,MSE � 0.01,
p � .001. However, there was no significant difference in the NOM ratings
between the homonyms (1.56) and the polysemous words (1.49), F(1,
26) � 1.73, MSE � 0.02.
7 Given a list of ambiguous Katakana words, Hino et al. asked 41

participants to think of all the meanings each word has and to rate the
degree of relatedness among these meanings using a 7-point scale from
Unrelated (1) to Related (7). The relatedness ratings were significantly
higher for the polysemous words (4.21) than for the homonyms (2.93), F(1,
26) � 18.18, MSE � 0.63, p � .001. In addition, Hino et al. also collected
another type of relatedness ratings for the same ambiguous words using a
procedure similar to that used by Azuma and Van Orden (1997). In order
to first identify the meanings of these words, Hino et al. asked 50 partic-
ipants to write down all the meanings they could think of given each of
these ambiguous words. These responses were classified by three judges
using the definitions listed in the dictionary (Umesao et al., 1995). A
response was classified as a meaning of a word only if the response was
made by more than five participants (10%). After identifying the meanings
of each ambiguous word in this manner, all the meanings of the same word
were paired with each other and listed in a questionnaire along with a
7-point scale ranging from Unrelated (1) to Related (7). Thirty-two par-
ticipants were, then, asked to rate the degree of relatedness for each pair of
meanings by circling the appropriate number on the scale. Mean ratings
were, then, calculated across all the meaning pairs for each word. The mean
relatedness ratings were also significantly higher for the polysemous words
(4.04) than for the homonyms (2.09), F(1, 26) � 45.40, MSE � 0.59, p �
.001. In addition, the number of identified meanings with this technique
was quite comparable between the polysemous words (3.07) and the
homonyms (3.07), F(1, 26) � 0.00, MSE � 1.07.

Table 1
Mean Word Frequency (Freq), Word Length (Len), Syllabic
Length (Syl), Orthographic Neighbourhood Size (N),
Experiential Familiarity Rating (Fam), Number-of-Meaning
Rating (NOM), Number of Dictionary Meanings (M), Number of
Dictionary Senses (S), Relatedness-of-Meaning Rating Based on
Items (Rel-A), and Relatedness-of-Meaning Rating Based on
Meaning Pairs (Rel-B) for Each Word Type Used in
Experiments 1, 2, and 3

Word type Freq Len Syl N Fam

Polysemous words 9.71 3.29 3.29 4.14 4.74
Homonyms 6.07 3.29 3.21 5.36 4.73
Unambiguous words 7.93 3.29 3.21 3.57 4.72

Word type NOM M S Rel-A Rel-B

Polysemous words 1.49 1.00 4.79 4.21 4.04
Homonyms 1.56 2.79 4.50 2.93 2.09
Unambiguous words 1.05 1.00 1.71 — —

Note. Word frequencies are from National Language Research Institute
(1970). Orthographic neighbourhood sizes are counted using National
Language Research Institute (1993). The numbers of dictionary meanings
and senses are counted using Umesao et al. (1995). Familiarity ratings,
number-of-meaning ratings, and the two types of relatedness-of-meaning
ratings are from Hino et al. (2006).
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stimulus was presented above the fixation point. The fixation point
and the stimulus were presented in white on a black background.
Participants were seated in front of the video monitor at a distance
of about 50 cm and asked to respond to the stimulus by pressing
either the word or nonword key on the keyboard. The “word”
response was made using the participant’s dominant hand. The
participant’s response terminated the presentation of the stimulus
and the fixation point. The lexical decision latencies from the onset
of the stimulus to the participant’s key press and whether the
response was correct were automatically recorded by a computer
(NEC, PC-9801FA). The intertrial interval was two seconds.

Results

Lexical decision latencies were classified as outliers if they were
out of the range of 2.5 standard deviations (SD) from the mean
lexical decision latency in each condition for each participant.
Fifty-one data points (2.02%) were classified as outliers and were
excluded from the statistical analyses. In addition, there were 132
error responses (5.24%). These trials were also excluded from the
latency analysis. Mean lexical decision latencies for correct re-
sponses and mean error rates were calculated across both subjects
and items. The mean lexical decision latencies and error rates were
submitted to one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs). In the
subjects (F1) analysis, Stimulus Type was a within-subject factor,
while it was a between-item factor in the items (F2) analysis. The
mean lexical decision latencies and error rates from the subjects
analysis are presented in Table 2.
In the analyses of lexical decision latencies, the main effect of

Stimulus Type was significant in both analyses, F1(2, 58)� 23.29,
MSE � 825.31, p � .001; F2(2, 39) � 5.86, MSE � 1575.15, p �
.01. Lexical decision latencies were significantly shorter for the
polysemous words than for the unambiguous words, F1(1, 29) �
25.29, MSE � 1214.10, p � .001; F2(1, 26) � 8.12, MSE �
1800.41, p � .01, as well as being significantly shorter for the
homonyms than for the unambiguous words, F1(1, 29) � 32.66,
MSE � 821.29, p � .001; F2(1, 26) � 7.73, MSE � 1685.64, p �
.025. In contrast, lexical decision latencies were comparable for
the polysemous words and homonyms, F1(1, 29) � 0.30, MSE �
440.55; F2(1, 26) � 0.04, MSE � 1239.39.
In the analyses of error rates, the main effect of Stimulus Type

was not significant in either analysis, F1(2, 58) � 0.62, MSE �
42.96; F2(2, 39) � 0.29, MSE � 43.19.

Discussion

In Experiment 1, lexical decision latencies were faster for the
two types of ambiguous words than for the unambiguous words
(i.e., there was a NOM effect). In addition, lexical decision per-
formance was comparable for the two types of ambiguous words
(i.e., there was no ROM effect). These results are extremely
similar to those of Experiment 1 in Hino et al. (2006), in which a
processing advantage was observed for ambiguous words, but no
ROM effect was detected in lexical decision performance. They
contrast, however, with the results of Azuma and Van Orden
(1997) and Rodd et al. (2002). In particular, Rodd et al. reported
evidence of a homonymy disadvantage in addition to a polysemy
advantage (and, hence, a ROM effect).
As previously noted, the nonwords in Azuma and Van Orden’s

(1997) and Rodd et al.’s (2002) studies differed from those in
Experiment 1 (and from the experiments in Hino et al., 2006).
Whereas Azuma and Van Orden and Rodd et al. used
pseudohomophones in their tasks, we used Katakana-written pro-
nounceable nonwords. When those authors used standard pro-
nounceable nonwords, they observed no effects. As such, the
argument could be made that the discrepancy between our results
and those of Azuma and Van Orden and Rodd et al. is due to our
participants engaging in a shallower, more orthographically-based
processing strategy when making their lexical decisions, whereas
Azuma and Van Orden and Rodd et al.’s participants engaged in a
more semantically-based processing strategy. As a result, lexical
decision performance in the present experiment may have not
reflected the speed of semantic activation, leading to the null ROM
effect.
If such an argument is correct, of course, then a further impli-

cation is that the NOM advantage for the two types of ambiguous
words also must have had little to do with activation at the
semantic level. That is, if the lack of a ROM effect was due to the
fact that responding in Experiment 1 was not based on processing
at the semantic level but, rather, was based only on processing at
the orthographic level, then it follows that the observed NOM
effects also couldn’t have been due to processing at the semantic
level. Therefore, an account like Rodd et al.’s (2002; 2004) would
be unable to provide a complete explanation of the results in
Experiment 1 even if one were to accept the assumption that the
nature of processing was different (i.e., shallower) in Experiment
1 than it was in their experiments. Note, however, that the present
results would be readily explained in terms of an account based on

Table 2
Mean Lexical Decision Latencies in Millisecond (Ms) and Error Rates in Percent (%) for Each
Stimulus Group in Experiment 1

Word type RT ER

Ambiguity effect ROM effect

RT ER RT ER

Polysemous words 537 (9.37) 4.13 (1.49) �46� �1.84 �3 �0.57
Homonyms 540 (9.70) 4.70 (0.96) �43� �1.27
Unambiguous words 583 (14.30) 5.97 (1.18)
Katakana nonwords 613 (14.26) 4.57 (0.94)

Note. RT and ER stand for mean reaction time and error rate, respectively. Standard error of the mean is in
parenthesis (). The asterisk � denotes a significant effect, p � .05, in the subjects’ analysis.
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the idea that there was more semantic feedback to the orthographic
level for the two types of ambiguous words than for the unambig-
uous words, facilitating orthographic processing (Hino et al., 2006;
Pexman et al., 2004).

Experiment 2

The goal of Experiment 2 was to try to alter our participants’
processing strategy, particularly to encourage them to engage in
deeper, semantically-based processing in an attempt to determine
whether the data pattern would change. To accomplish this, we
added a set of two-character Kanji words and nonwords to our 42
Katakana words and 42 Katakana nonwords from Experiment 1.
Because Kanji characters are morphemes, deeper processing
would have to be carried out when a stimulus set involves multi-
character Kanji words and nonwords and, as a result, the expec-
tation was that participants would be biased to engage in more
semantically-based processing in general (e.g., Taft, 2003, 2004).
If so, there would, presumably, be more chance of observing a
ROM effect for our Katakana words if the speed of semantic
activation actually is modulated by ROM.

Method

Participants. Thirty undergraduate students from Chukyo
University participated in this experiment for course credit. All
were native Japanese speakers who had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. None had participated in Experiment 1.

Stimuli. In addition to the 42 Katakana words and 42
Katakana nonwords used in Experiment 1, 42 Kanji words and 42
Kanji nonwords were used in Experiment 2. Kanji words and
nonwords consisted of two Kanji characters. The 42 Kanji words
consisted of 21 high frequency and 21 low frequency Kanji words.
According to National Language Research Institute (1970), fre-
quency counts for the high frequency Kanji words were all more
than 150, with an average of 346.38, while frequency counts for
the low frequency Kanji words were all five. These Kanji words
were two to four syllables (morae) in length, with an average of
3.24.
The 42 Kanji nonwords were created by combining two unre-

lated Kanji characters that had only a single pronunciation, and
thus, the syllabic lengths of the nonwords were matched with those

of the Kanji words. As such, the complete stimulus set in Exper-
iment 2 consisted of 42 Katakana words, 42 Katakana nonwords,
42 Kanji words, and 42 Kanji nonwords.

Procedure. The procedure and apparatus in Experiment 2
were the same as those in Experiment 1 except in the following
respects. Twenty-four practise trials were followed by 168 exper-
imental trials. Six Katakana words, six Katakana nonwords, six
Kanji words, and six Kanji nonwords were presented in a random
order in the practise trials. None of these stimuli were used in the
experimental trials.

Results

Lexical decision latencies were classified as outliers if they were
out of the range of 2.5 SD from the mean lexical decision latency
in each condition for each participant. Across all trials, 115 data
points (2.28%) were classified as outliers and were excluded from
the statistical analyses. In addition, 309 error trials (6.13%) were
excluded from the latency analysis. Mean lexical decision latencies
for correct responses and mean error rates were calculated across
both subjects and items. The mean lexical decision latencies and
error rates from the subjects analysis are presented in Table 3.
Lexical decision latencies and error rates for the Katakana word

trials were separately submitted to one-way ANOVAs. In the
analyses of lexical decision latencies, the main effect of Stimulus
Type was significant in the subjects analysis, F1(2, 58) � 8.13,
MSE � 732.45, p � .01, although not in the items analysis, F2(2,
39) � 1.90, MSE � 1367.56. In addition, the 22 ms difference in
lexical decision latencies between the polysemous words and
homonyms was significant in the subjects analysis, F1(1, 29) �
12.41, MSE � 578.41, p � .01, although not in the items analysis,
F2(1, 26)� 2.40,MSE � 1502.28. The 26 ms difference in lexical
decision latencies between the polysemous words and the unam-
biguous words was significant in the subjects analysis, F1(1, 29)�
20.17, MSE � 515.34, p � .001, and marginally significant in the
items analysis, F2(1, 26) � 3.69, MSE � 1125.31, p � .07. In
contrast, lexical decision latencies were comparable between the
homonyms and the unambiguous words, F1(1, 29)� 0.27,MSE �
1103.60; F2(1, 26) � 0.01, MSE � 1475.09.
In the analyses of error rates, the main effect of Stimulus Type

was not significant in either analysis, F1(2, 58) � 1.73, MSE �
23.71; F2(2, 39) � 0.93, MSE � 18.59.

Table 3
Mean Lexical Decision Latencies in Millisecond (Ms) and Error Rates in Percent (%) for Each
Stimulus Group in Experiment 2

Word type RT ER

Ambiguity effect ROM effect

RT ER RT ER

Polysemous words 544 (10.47) 3.60 (0.96) �26� �1.63 �22� �0.63
Homonyms 566 (12.09) 2.97 (0.77) �4 �2.26
Unambiguous words 570 (13.27) 5.23 (1.00)
HF Kanji word 508 (9.86) 1.67 (0.60)
LF Kanji word 673 (14.75) 17.77 (2.20)
Katakana nonword 634 (12.72) 2.83 (0.54)
Kanji nonword 664 (15.22) 6.17 (1.22)

Note. RT and ER stand for mean reaction time and error rate, respectively. Standard error of the mean is in
parenthesis (). The asterisk � denotes a significant effect, p � .05, in the subjects’ analysis.
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In the analyses of lexical decision latencies for the Kanji word
trials, the 165 ms frequency effect was significant in both analyses,
F1(1, 29) � 380.21, MSE � 1064.22, p � .001; F2(1, 40) �
151.04, MSE � 1964.68, p � .001. In addition, the 16.1% fre-
quency effect on error rates was also significant in both analyses,
F1(1, 29) � 56.85, MSE � 68.39, p � .001; F2(1, 40) � 31.76,
MSE � 89.23, p � .001.

Combined Analyses of the Data in the Katakana Word
Trials in Experiments 1 and 2

In order to contrast the data for the Katakana words in Exper-
iments 1 and 2, we conducted Stimulus Type by Experiment
ANOVAs for lexical decision latencies and error rates in the two
experiments. In the subjects analysis, Stimulus Type was a within-
subject factor, whereas Experiment was a between-subject factor.
In the items analysis, Stimulus Type was a between-item factor,
while Experiment was a within-item factor.
In the analyses of lexical decision latencies, the main effect of

Stimulus Type was significant both in the subjects analysis, F1(2,
116) � 25.43, MSE � 778.88, p � .001, and in the items analysis,
F2(2, 39) � 3.45, MSE � 2556.68, p � .05. The main effect of
Experiment was not significant in either analysis, F1(1, 58) �
0.17, MSE � 10715.52; F2(1, 39) � 1.74, MSE � 386.02. It is
most important to note that the interaction between Stimulus Type
and Experiment was significant in both analyses, F1(2, 116) �
6.89, MSE � 778.88, p � .01; F2(2, 39) � 7.81, MSE � 386.02,
p � .01. The significant interaction reflects the fact that different
patterns of results were observed for the same Katakana words in
Experiments 1 and 2. No significant effect was detected in the
analyses of error rates, all Fs � 1.90.

Discussion

The significant Stimulus Type by Experiment interaction in the
combined analyses of lexical decision latencies indicates that the
pattern of results in Experiment 2 was different from that in
Experiment 1. Specifically, the results in Experiment 2 were closer
to those reported by Rodd et al. (2002) in that a processing time
advantage was observed for the polysemous words over both the
homonyms and the unambiguous words. Therefore, it is clear that
the manipulations used in Experiment 2 did cause our participants
to invoke a different processing strategy than the one used in
Experiment 1. The question, however, is exactly what was the
nature of that strategy?
To begin with, note that, in contrast to the ROM advantage

observed in the present experiment, we failed to observe any
evidence for the expectation, based on Rodd et al.’s (2004) model,
that homonyms would be more difficult to process than unambig-
uous words. That is, in spite of the fact that homonyms presumably
are represented at the semantic level by at least two different
attractor basins, which should cause competition in comparison to
unambiguous words, which have only one, there was no significant
difference between latencies in those two conditions. In fact, the
small difference that was observed went in the opposite direction.
One could potentially argue that the lack of the homonymy

disadvantage could have been due to the fact that the homonyms
possessed more senses than the unambiguous words. As shown in
Table 1, the unambiguous words possessed 1.71 senses on average,

whereas the average number of senses was 4.50 for the homonyms.
As such, the processing disadvantage for the homonyms could
have been cancelled by the processing advantage created by hav-
ing more senses. Note, however, that the number of senses for the
homonyms was the total number of senses listed in multiple
dictionary entries (2.79 entries on average). Thus, it reflects the
fact that the homonyms possessed, on average, 1.61 senses for
each of the 2.79 dictionary entries, indicating that the number of
senses involved for each dictionary entry was quite similar for the
homonyms and the unambiguous words (1.61 vs. 1.71). As such,
the homonyms would not have had attractor basins that were any
larger than those for the unambiguous words. Therefore, there
seems to be no reason not to expect a processing disadvantage for
the homonyms over the unambiguous words if Rodd et al.’s (2002;
2004) analysis is correct.
What should also be noted was that the lexical decision latencies

for the experimental Katakana words were comparable across the
two experiments (i.e., the main effect of Experiment was not
significant for the Katakana words). If participants actually were
engaging in a deeper, semantic processing strategy when the Kanji
words and nonwords were involved in the stimulus set in Exper-
iment 2, lexical decision latencies would be expected to have been
longer in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1.
There are a number of aspects of the results, therefore, that are

inconsistent with the idea that the ROM effect in Experiment 2 was
caused by participants engaging in deeper, semantic-level process-
ing. Nonetheless, as is clear, there must have been was a change in
the processing strategy from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2, pre-
sumably caused by the insertion of the Kanji words and nonwords.
One possible way in which the processing strategy might have
changed is that the relatedness of meanings possessed by Kanji
characters may have been used as a cue to make lexical decisions
for the two-character Kanji words and nonwords. Given the fact
that meanings are activated based on a subset of a word’s spellings
(e.g., Bowers, Davis, & Hanley, 2005), it is quite likely that
semantic activation did arise for the constituent characters of Kanji
words and nonwords. The meanings activated by these characters
would have been related for the Kanji words but unrelated for the
Kanji nonwords because the Kanji nonwords were created by
combining two “unrelated” Kanji characters. Thus, the relatedness
of activated meanings would indicate that the presented stimulus
was a word. Past research, indicating that prime-target relatedness
can be used as a decision cue in a lexical-decision task (e.g., Balota
& Lorch, 1986; McNamara & Altarriba, 1988; Neely, 1991),
would appear to provide support for idea that participants can use
this type of strategy in these types of tasks.
If participants were using such a decision-making strategy, it

would, presumably, also have implications for performance on
Katakana trials. In particular, the relatedness of activated meanings
may have been used in making lexical decisions for Katakana
stimuli, with the activated senses of a polysemous word providing
a clue to make a positive decision and the activated meanings of a
homonym biasing participants to make a negative decision, pro-
ducing the observed ROM effect.

Experiment 3

Experiment 3 was an attempt to examine this alternative possi-
bility. If the ROM effect in Experiment 2 was due to a decision-
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making bias deriving from the relatedness of activated meanings,
this effect should disappear if the Kanji nonwords were created by
combining two related Kanji characters. Specifically, if Kanji
nonwords are created by taking Kanji words with related charac-
ters and transposing those characters, the activated meanings
would be related both for words and nonwords. In such a situation,
the relatedness amongst activated meanings would not provide any
clue to making lexical decisions, and hence, any ROM effect
produced by that strategy should disappear.
In Experiment 3, the Katakana words and nonwords and the

Kanji words were the same as those used in Experiment 2; how-
ever, a new set of two-character Kanji nonwords was created in
which the constituent characters have similar meanings. In order to
create the Kanji nonwords, we first collected Kanji words with two
characters similar in meaning. For example, “ ” was selected
because both characters denote “road”. The two characters were,
then, transposed to create a nonword, so that the nonword,
“ ” was created from “ ”. Because the relatedness
amongst activated meanings no longer provides a clue for making
lexical decisions for our Kanji stimuli, if a strategy based on
relatedness of meanings is what produced the ROM effect in
Experiment 2, then no ROM effect would be expected in Experi-
ment 3.
It should also be noted that Taft, Zhu, and Peng (1999) reported

that the nonwords created by transposing characters from real
words produce longer lexical decision latencies for Chinese read-
ers. According to Taft et al., the transposed character stimuli
activate lexical representations of the (nontransposed) base words,
which delays responding. If the transposed Kanji nonwords do
activate the lexical representations of their base words, using this
type of nonword should also produce longer lexical decision
latencies in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2, at least for the
Kanji stimuli. In addition, because this type of nonword would be
more word-like in the sense that these nonwords would activate
lexical and semantic representations of their base words, using
these nonwords should actually be more likely to bias participants
to engage in a semantic processing strategy than the manipulation
in Experiment 2. Thus, if the ROM effect in Experiment 2 was due
to a reliance on activation at the semantic level, a ROM effect
should also emerge in Experiment 3.

Method

Participants. Thirty-eight undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents from Waseda University participated in this experiment. All
were native Japanese speakers who had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. None had participated in any of the previous ex-
periments.

Stimuli. The 42 Katakana words and 42 Katakana nonwords
used in Experiments 1 and 2 and the 42 Kanji words used in
Experiment 2 were once again used in this experiment. In addition,
42 new Kanji nonwords were created in the following manner.
We first selected 42 Kanji words that consisted of two Kanji

characters with similar meanings from National Language Re-
search Institute (1970). Frequency counts of these words were all
more than 15, with an average of 48.33. These words were two to
four syllables in length, with an average of 3.21. From these
words, 42 Kanji nonwords were created by transposing the two
characters.

In order to assure that these Kanji nonwords consisted of char-
acters with similar meanings, we asked a new set of 26 students
from Waseda University to rate the similarity of meanings for the
two constituent characters of each of the Kanji nonwords used in
Experiments 2 and 3. None of the students participated in any of
the lexical decision experiments. The 84 Kanji nonwords from
Experiments 2 and 3 were randomly ordered and printed along
with the 7-point scale ranging from Dissimilar (1) to Similar (7).
Participants were asked to rate the similarity in meanings of the
two Kanji characters by circling the appropriate number on the
scale.
The similarity ratings were all less than 3.00 for the two con-

stituent Kanji characters of the nonwords used in Experiment 2,
with an average of 1.82. In contrast, for the constituent characters
of the nonwords created for Experiment 3, the similarity ratings
were all more than 4.00, with an average of 5.32. As such, the
similarity ratings for the Kanji pairs were significantly higher for
the Kanji nonwords used in Experiment 3 than for those used in
Experiment 2, F(1, 82) � 1229.85, MSE � 0.21, p � .001.8

Procedure. Stimuli were presented on a video monitor
(Iiyama HM204DA) driven by an IBM-AT compatible computer.
The participants’ responses were collected using two buttons on a
button-box connected to the computer. In all other respects, the
procedure was identical to that in Experiment 2.

Results

Lexical decision latencies were classified as outliers if they were
out of the range of 2.5 SD from the mean lexical decision latency
in each condition for each participant. Across all trials, 152 data
points (2.38%) were classified as outliers and were excluded from
the statistical analyses. In addition, 540 error trials (8.46%) were
excluded from the latency analysis. Mean lexical decision latencies
for correct responses and mean error rates were calculated across
both subjects and items. The mean lexical decision latencies and
error rates from the subjects analysis are presented in Table 4.
In the analyses of lexical decision latencies, the main effect of

Stimulus Type was significant in the subjects analysis, F1(2, 74)�
15.23, MSE � 732.50, p � .001, and marginally significant in the
items analysis, F2(2, 39) � 2.88, MSE � 1216.94, p � .07. In
addition, the 31 ms ambiguity advantage for the polysemous words
was significant in the subjects analysis, F1(1, 37)� 20.02,MSE �
881.49, p � .001, and marginally significant in the items analysis,
F2(1, 26) � 3.89, MSE � 1404.45, p � .06. The 29 ms ambiguity
advantage for the homonyms was significant in both analyses,
F1(1, 37) � 25.49, MSE � 618.39, p � .001; F2(1, 26) � 4.66,
MSE � 1084.02, p � .05. In contrast, lexical decision latencies

8 Because the Kanji nonwords in Experiment 3 were transposed-
character nonwords, they should be more word-like than those used in
Experiment 2 according to Taft et al. (1999). In addition to the higher
similarity ratings of the constituent characters, the summed frequencies of
the characters computed based on National Language Research Institute
(1993) were also higher for the Kanji nonwords in Experiment 3 than for
those in Experiment 2, 446.19 vs. 231.86, F(1, 82) � 9.46, MSE �
102032.04, p � .01. The similar trend was also found in the orthographic
neighbourhood sizes, 22.69 vs. 16.36, F(1, 82)� 3.62,MSE � 232.45, p �
.06. As such, these characteristics also indicate that the Kanji nonwords in
Experiment 3 were more word-like than those in Experiment 2.
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were comparable for the polysemous words and homonyms, F1(1,
37) � 0.08, MSE � 697.61; F2(1, 26) � 0.01, MSE � 1162.37.
In the analyses of error rates, the main effect of Stimulus Type

was significant only in the subjects analysis, F1(2, 74) � 4.57,
MSE � 17.54, p � .025; F2(2, 39) � 1.63, MSE � 19.29. The
2.81% difference between polysemous words and unambiguous
words was significant in the subjects analysis, F1(1, 37) � 7.86,
MSE � 19.16, p � .01, and marginally significant in the items
analysis, F2(1, 26) � 3.27, MSE � 18.39, p � .09. The 2.02%
difference between homonyms and unambiguous words was mar-
ginally significant in the subjects analysis, F1(1, 37) � 3.58,
MSE � 21.77, p � .07, although not in the items analysis, F2(1,
26)� 1.33,MSE � 21.03. In contrast, error rates were comparable
for the polysemous words and homonyms, F1(1, 37) � 1.01,
MSE � 11.68; F2(1, 26) � 0.33, MSE � 18.46.
In the analyses of lexical decision latencies for the Kanji word

trials, the 228 ms frequency effect was significant in both analyses,
F1(1, 37)� 154.71,MSE � 6369.98, p � .001; F2(1, 40)� 90.90,
MSE � 6503.65, p � .001. The 14.61% frequency effect on error
rates was also significant in both analyses, F1(1, 37) � 40.93,
MSE � 99.02, p � .001; F2(1, 40) � 48.20, MSE � 47.78, p �
.001.

Combined Analyses of the Katakana Word Data in
Experiments 1 and 3

In order to compare the data from the Katakana word trials in
Experiment 3 with those in Experiment 1, we conducted Stimulus
Type by Experiment ANOVAs for lexical decision latencies and
error rates of the two experiments. In the analyses of lexical
decision latencies, the main effect of Stimulus Type was signifi-
cant in both analyses, F1(2, 132) � 39.06, MSE � 773.28, p �
.001; F2(2, 39)� 4.87,MSE � 2477.83, p � .025. The main effect
of Experiment was not significant in either analysis, F1(1, 66) �
0.33, MSE � 11275.72; F2(1, 39) � 0.25, MSE � 314.26. It is
most important to note that the interaction between Stimulus Type
and Experiment was not significant in either analysis, F1(2, 132)�
1.45, MSE � 773.28; F2(2, 39) � 2.17, MSE � 314.26. These
results reflect the fact that the pattern of results was quite similar
for the same Katakana words in Experiments 1 and 3.
In the analyses of error rates, the main effect of Stimulus Type

was significant only in the subjects analysis, F1(2, 132) � 3.34,

MSE � 28.71, p � .05; F2(2, 39) � 0.96, MSE � 43.84. No other
effect was significant in either analysis, all Fs � 1.3.

Combined Analyses of the Katakana Word Data in
Experiments 2 and 3

In addition, we also conducted Stimulus Type by Experiment
ANOVAs for lexical decision latencies and error rates of the
Katakana word trials in Experiments 2 and 3. In the analyses of
lexical decision latencies, the main effect of Stimulus Type was
significant in the subjects analysis, F1(2, 132) � 18.64, MSE �
732.48, p � .001, although not in the items analysis, F2(2, 39) �
2.12, MSE � 2260.85. The main effect of Experiment was not
significant in either analysis, F1(1, 66) � 0.06, MSE � 11956.84;
F2(1, 39) � 0.90, MSE � 323.65. It is most important to note that
the interaction between Stimulus Type and Experiment was sig-
nificant in both analyses, F1(2, 132) � 3.88, MSE � 732.48, p �
.05; F2(2, 39) � 4.03, MSE � 323.65, p � .05. These results
reflect the fact that the pattern of results was different for the same
Katakana words in Experiments 2 and 3.
In the analyses of error rates, the main effect of Stimulus Type

was significant only in the subjects analysis, F1(2, 132) � 5.28,
MSE � 20.25, p � .01; F2(2, 39) � 1.39, MSE � 29.72. No other
effect was significant in either analysis, all Fs � 1.

Combined Analyses of the Kanji Word Data From
Experiments 2 and 3

In order to compare the data from the Kanji word trials in
Experiments 2 and 3, Frequency by Experiment ANOVAs were
conducted for lexical decision latencies and error rates. In the
subjects analysis, Frequency was a within-subject factor, whereas
Experiment was a between-subject factor. In the items analysis,
Frequency was a between-item factor, whereas Experiment was a
within-item factor.
In the analyses of lexical decision latencies, the main effect of

Frequency was significant in both analyses, F1(1, 66) � 318.91,
MSE � 4038.66, p � .001; F2(1, 40) � 132.69, MSE � 6502.38,
p � .001, reflecting the fact that lexical decision latencies were
faster for high frequency words than for the low frequency words.
The main effect of Experiment was also significant in both anal-
yses, F1(1, 66) � 12.30, MSE � 15640.38, p � .001; F2(1, 40) �

Table 4
Mean Lexical Decision Latencies in Millisecond (Ms) and Error Rates in Percent (%) for Each
Stimulus Group in Experiment 3

Word type RT ER

Ambiguity effect ROM effect

RT ER RT ER

Polysemous words 545 (10.18) 2.66 (0.68) �31� �2.81� �2 �0.79
Homonyms 547 (11.37) 3.45 (0.80) �29� �2.02
Unambiguous words 576 (11.39) 5.47 (0.99)
HF Kanji word 552 (13.20) 1.84 (0.51)
LF Kanji word 780 (23.55) 16.45 (2.29)
Katakana nonword 643 (18.35) 3.45 (0.65)
Kanji nonword 844 (24.69) 16.11 (1.90)

Note. RT and ER stand for mean reaction time and error rate, respectively. Standard error of the mean is in
parenthesis (). The asterisk � denotes a significant effect, p � .05, in the subjects’ analysis.
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67.28, MSE � 1965.95, p � .001, reflecting the fact that lexical
decision latencies were longer in Experiment 3 than in Experiment
2. In addition, the interaction between Frequency and Experiment
was also significant in both analyses, F1(1, 66) � 8.37, MSE �
4038.66, p � .01; F2(1, 40) � 12.78, MSE � 1965.95, p � .01,
reflecting the fact that the frequency effect size was larger in
Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2.
In the analyses of error rates, the main effect of Frequency was

the only significant effect, F1(1, 66) � 92.37, MSE � 85.56, p �
.001; F2(1, 40) � 51.49, MSE � 99.50, p � .001. No other effect
was significant in either analysis, all Fs � 1.

Discussion

As in Experiment 2, the stimulus set in Experiment 3 contained
Kanji words and nonwords. Further, the Kanji nonwords used in
Experiment 3 were even more word-like than those in Experiment
2 because they were created by transposing Kanji characters of real
words and, hence, would be expected to activate lexical and
semantic representations of their base words as in Taft et al.
(1999). Thus, if the pattern of results in Experiment 2 reflected the
fact that lexical decisions were based on activation at the semantic
level and that there are different speeds of semantic activation for
homonyms, polysemous words, and unambiguous words written in
Katakana, the results for the Katakana words in Experiment 3,
specifically the occurrence of a ROM effect, should mimic those in
Experiment 2.
In contrast to the results of Experiment 2, however, lexical

decision performance was comparable for the polysemous words
and homonyms in Experiment 3 with both word types showing an
advantage over unambiguous words. The significant interaction
between Stimulus Type and Experiment in the combined analyses
of Experiments 2 and 3, along with the lack of the same interaction
in the combined analyses of Experiments 1 and 3, clearly reflects
the fact that the pattern of results observed in Experiment 3 was
quite different from that in Experiment 2 and similar to that in
Experiment 1. Specifically, processing time advantages were ob-
served for the two types of ambiguous words with no ROM effect
being observed in Experiments 1 and 3.
The implication of these results is that the ROM effect in

Experiment 2 does not appear to have been due to a reliance on
semantic-level activation in making lexical decisions with differ-
ent speeds of semantic activation for homonyms and polysemous
words producing different lexical decision latencies. Note also
that, although the lexical decision latencies for the same Kanji
words were longer in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2, lexical
decision latencies were comparable across all the experiments for
the Katakana words. These results suggest that there was virtually
no change in the processing depth for the Katakana words across
the three experiments, and hence, there is no reason to believe that
the task performance reflected the speed of semantic-level activa-
tion only in Experiment 2.
Instead, the results appear to indicate that the ROM effect in

Experiment 2 was due to the use of a decision strategy based on the
relatedness amongst activated meanings. As the similarity rating
data clearly illustrate, the meanings were dissimilar for the two
constituent characters of the Kanji nonwords used in Experiment 2.
In contrast, the meanings of the two constituent characters were
related in a meaningful manner for the Kanji words. Thus, the

relatedness amongst activated meanings provides a clue to dis-
criminate Kanji words from nonwords. If the relatedness amongst
activated meanings was also used as a clue to make lexical deci-
sions for Katakana stimuli, a positive bias would be created for the
polysemous words but not for homonyms. As a result, a ROM
effect would emerge due to the decision-making process in Ex-
periment 2, as was observed.
In Experiment 3, on the other hand, the relatedness amongst

activated meanings was not a valid cue for making lexical deci-
sions because Kanji nonwords consisted of two Kanji characters
with similar meanings. As a result, the relatedness amongst acti-
vated meanings could not be effectively used in making lexical
decisions, and hence, the decision-making process would not be
affected by ROM for the ambiguous Katakana words. The lack of
a ROM effect in Experiment 3, therefore, suggests that the ROM
effect in Experiment 2 was most likely a decision-making effect
based on a strategy that was useful in that specific task situation.

General Discussion

Ambiguous words present a clear challenge for those wishing to
understand the nature of semantic representations and how those
representations are activated from print. PDP models, models in
which representational units can be viewed as semantic features
and semantic activation can be viewed as the process of activating
the correct set of features, seem to provide a promising way of
addressing this challenge. Unfortunately, the most straightforward
way of implementing these ideas within PDP frameworks seems to
be generally inconsistent with the existing data.
Within PDP frameworks, the speed of semantic activation is

assumed to be modulated by the nature of a word’s orthographic-
to-semantic mappings. Thus, as argued by Rodd et al. (2002, 2004)
the settling speed at the semantic level would be expected to be
modulated by both the number of meanings a word has and the
relatedness of those meanings. In particular, the basic expectation
is that the settling speed should be slower for words with more
meanings (ambiguous words) than for words with fewer meanings
(unambiguous words). Under the straightforward assumption that
polysemous senses share semantic units while homonymous mean-
ings are separately represented, the orthographic-to-semantic map-
pings would be less consistent for homonyms than for polysemous
words. Therefore, PDP models predict that the speed of semantic
activation should be slower for homonyms than for both polyse-
mous words and unambiguous words. Although there is at least
some data (Azuma & Van Orden, 1994; Rodd et al., 2002) con-
sistent with this prediction, most of the data reported in the
literature show that ambiguous words are responded to more
rapidly than unambiguous words regardless of what factor creates
that ambiguity (Borowsky & Masson, 1996; Hino & Lupker,
1996; Hino et al., 2002; Hino et al., 1998; Jastrzembski, 1981;
Jastrzembski & Stanners, 1975; Kellas et al., 1988; Millis &
Button, 1989; Pexman & Lupker, 1999; Rubenstein et al., 1970;
Rubenstein et al., 1971).
There are also data (Klein & Murphy, 2001, 2002) suggesting

that both polysemous senses and homonymous meanings are sep-
arately represented in the semantic system. If Klein and Murphy’s
position were incorporated into a PDP framework, such a model
would not predict that the speed of semantic activation would be
modulated by the homonymous-polysemous distinction. Consis-
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tent with this position, Hino et al. (2006) and Pexman et al. (2004)
failed to find evidence indicating that the speed of semantic
activation is modulated by ROM and NOM in their semantic-
decision tasks. However, even if this assumption were imple-
mented within a PDP model, such a model would still not be able
to explain the advantage polysemous words have over unambigu-
ous words in lexical decision tasks if one also assumes that lexical
decision making is driven by semantic activation.
Given this situation, and given the fact that a lexical-decision task

does involve task-specific processing components that, in theory,
could produce a ROM effect, the question is whether Azuma and Van
Orden’s (1997), Rodd et al.’s (2002) and Klepousniotou and
Baum’s (2007) findings provide good support for the claim that
there are different speeds of semantic activation for homonyms
and polysemous words. In order to reexamine the locus of the
ROM effect in lexical decision, therefore, we conducted three
lexical decision experiments using Katakana-written homonyms,
polysemous words, and unambiguous words. Following Rodd et
al., we manipulated the number of homonymous meanings and the
number of polysemous senses for these words by counting the
number of dictionary entries and the number of senses within these
entries. The homonyms had more than one dictionary entry
whereas the polysemous words and unambiguous words possessed
only a single entry. The number of senses listed in the dictionary
was, of course, smaller for the unambiguous words than for the
two other word types, but the number of senses were comparable
for the polysemous words and the homonyms.
In Experiment 1, these Katakana words were used with pro-

nounceable Katakana-written nonwords. In this experiment, only a
NOM effect was observed (both the polysemous words and the
homonyms were faster than unambiguous words, and there was no
difference between polysemous words and homonyms). These
results seem most consistent with Klein and Murphy’s (2001,
2002) position concerning representation, coupled with the as-
sumption that any NOM effect is not due to the process of settling
at the semantic level but rather is due to something like greater
semantic feedback to the orthographic level for the homonyms and
polysemous words (e.g., Hino & Lupker, 1996; Hino et al., 2002;
Hino et al., 2006; Lupker, 2007; Pexman et al., 2004; Pexman &
Lupker, 1999).
At the same time, however, one could argue that the reason the

results in Experiment 1 were different from those in the lexical
decision studies showing a ROM effect (e.g., Azuma & Van
Orden, 1997; Beretta et al., 2005; Rodd et al., 2002) is that
semantic activation played, at most, a small role in the process
because our nonwords were not pseudohomophones. Thus, in
Experiment 2, we attempted to bias participants to engage in a
deeper, semantically-based processing by including two-character
Kanji words and nonwords in the stimulus set (Taft, 2003, 2004).
With the addition of Kanji words and nonwords in Experiment 2,
the results for the Katakana words were more similar to those
reported by Rodd et al. (2002). That is, a ROM advantage was
observed in that the polysemous words were responded to faster
than the homonyms in spite of the fact that the number of senses
was equated across the two conditions.
In contrast to the other predictions drawn from the Rodd et al.’s

position (2002; 2004), however, a) there was no evidence of a
homonymy disadvantage compared to the unambiguous words, a
disadvantage that should accrue due to the competition between

the unrelated meanings, and b) lexical decision latencies for the
experimental Katakana words were quite comparable across the
two experiments. That is, because homonyms possess multiple
unrelated meanings, they are assumed to have multiple basins of
attraction at the semantic level, whereas a single attractor basin is
assumed for an unambiguous word. As a result, the settling process
should be harder for homonyms than for unambiguous words. In
addition, if a ROM advantage was observed in Experiment 2
because the decisions were made based on deeper semantic pro-
cessing, the lexical decision latencies should have been longer in
Experiment 2 than when lexical decision making was presumably
based on shallower processing (i.e., in Experiments 1 and 3).
As such, we proposed an alternative account for these data in

terms of a change in the decision-making strategy when Kanji
stimuli were involved in the stimulus set. Because Kanji characters
are morphemes, it’s likely that their meanings are activated by the
constituent Kanji characters for the Kanji words and nonwords.
These activated meanings would be related for the Kanji words but
unrelated for the Kanji nonwords because the Kanji nonwords
were created by pairing unrelated Kanji characters. As such, the
relatedness of activated meanings would provide a clue to making
lexical decisions. That is, the relatedness amongst activated mean-
ings would produce a bias toward a positive decision. If such a
decision strategy were employed not only for Kanji stimuli but
also for Katakana stimuli, a positive bias would be created for the
polysemous words but not for the homonyms and unambiguous
words, producing a processing time advantage for polysemous
words over homonyms and unambiguous words.
We evaluated this idea in Experiment 3 by using Kanji non-

words with constituent Kanji characters with similar meanings. To
accomplish this, we collected two-character Kanji words that con-
sisted of characters with similar meanings and then created Kanji
nonwords by transposing the characters. Because it is likely that
transposed Kanji nonwords activate the lexical and semantic rep-
resentations of their base words (e.g., Taft et al., 1999), these
nonwords would have been more word-like than those used in
Experiment 2. Thus, these nonwords should have biased partici-
pants to engage a semantic processing strategy to at least as great
an extent as the nonwords used in Experiment 2. Therefore,
according to an account of the sort provided by Rodd et al. (2002,
2004), the pattern of results in Experiment 3 should have been
essentially the same as that in Experiment 2. In contrast, our
alternative, decision making account of the ROM effect in Exper-
iment 2 leads to the prediction that the results in Experiment 3
should be similar to those in Experiment 1 because the relatedness
of activated meanings would no longer provide a valid clue in
making lexical decisions.
The results were consistent with the latter prediction. That is,

as in Experiment 1, a NOM effect but no ROM effect was
observed in Experiment 3. Therefore, our conclusion is that the
results of Experiment 2 were most likely not due to differences
in the semantic activation process for polysemous words and
homonyms.

Where Is the Locus of the ROM Effect?

According to the three combined analyses of lexical decision
latencies of the Katakana word trials, the main effect of Experi-
ment was never significant, reflecting the fact that lexical decision
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latencies for the Katakana words were comparable across the three
experiments. Although we used different sets of participants across
the three experiments, given the comparable latencies for the
Katakana words, one may still wish to argue that we were not
successful in biasing participants to engage in semantic processing
in Experiments 2 and 3, and hence, the results of these experiments
as well as those in Experiment 1 were not sensitive to the nature of
semantic activation. Such an argument, however, would have great
difficulty explaining the ROM effect in Experiment 2, an effect
that is clearly a semantically-based effect (as well as having no
obvious way to explain the NOM effects in all three experiments).
One alternative argument could be that, given that there often

are specific decision-making strategies in lexical decision tasks,
that there was some strategy in play that masked the existence of
a ROM effect in Experiments 1 and 3. In particular, because we
had twice as many ambiguous words as unambiguous words in the
Katakana word trials, there may have been a bias to make positive
decisions whenever multiple meanings/senses are activated. If so,
the different speeds of semantic coding depending on word types
could have been masked in Experiments 1 and 3. However, we
think that such a decision strategy is unlikely because a) it is
unclear why such a strategy wouldn’t have also been employed in
Experiment 2, and b) an ambiguity advantage has been observed in
a number of studies when equal numbers of ambiguous and un-
ambiguous words have been used in lexical decision tasks (e.g.,
Borowsky & Masson, 1996; Hino & Lupker, 1996; Hino et al.,
2002; Hino et al., 1998; Jastrzembski, 1981; Jastrzembski &
Stanners, 1975; Kellas et al., 1988; Pexman & Lupker, 1999;
Rubenstein et al., 1970; Rubenstein et al., 1971).

What Is the Impact of Using Pseudohomophones?

Given the present results, as well as those of Hino et al. (2006),
Klein and Murphy (2001, 2002), and Pexman et al. (2004), it appears
to be somewhat difficult to take the ROM effects reported by Azuma
and Van Orden (1997), Beretta et al. (2005), Klepousniotou and
Baum (2007), and Rodd et al. (2002) as good evidence that there
are different speeds of semantic activation for homonyms, polyse-
mous words and unambiguous words. In addition, the question
must be asked as to whether the seeming dependence of those
effects upon using pseudohomophones implies that these types of
effects actually are due to participants engaging in deeper
semantically-based processing in a lexical-decision task.
In fact, an obvious question is, why would pseudohomophones

have that specific impact in the first place? Although pseudohomo-
phones do not have lexical representations, they do have the ability
to activate semantics to a much greater extent than standard
nonwords do. Seeing the nonword KAT inevitably brings to mind
(feline-based) semantic information whereas seeing KAG does
not. Thus, if participants were increasing their reliance on semantic
information in the face of pseudohomophones, what they would be
doing is making the task of discriminating words from nonwords
more difficult for themselves (see also Yap, Tse, & Balota, 2009).
Empirically, what using pseudohomophones sometimes does is

to increase effect sizes. For example, as shown by Stone and Van
Orden (1993), pseudohomophones increase the size of frequency
effects in lexical decision tasks. Pexman and Lupker (1999) argued
that pseudohomophones also simultaneously increase both the size
the ambiguity advantage and the size of the homophony disadvan-

tage in a lexical-decision task. If the impact of using pseudohomo-
phones is to bias participants to engage in a deeper semantic
processing, why would frequency effects (presumably a lexical
rather than a semantic factor) and homophone effects (presumably
a phonological rather than a semantic factor) increase in size?
Given these facts, what Pexman and Lupker proposed is that the
impact of using pseudohomophones is to require more extensive
processing at the orthographic/lexical level, the level that is most
involved in making lexical decisions in general and the level at
which pseudohomophones clearly do differ from real words.
Hence, any effects at that level or any effects due to semantic or
phonological feedback to that level would be increased, resulting
in an increased frequency effect, an increased ambiguity advantage
and an increased homophony disadvantage.
If it is the case that pseudohomophones do bias participants to

engage in more extensive orthographic/lexical processing (e.g.,
Pexman & Lupker, 1999), there would seem to be no obvious
reason why their use would create ROM effects in lexical decision
tasks using English stimuli (e.g., Azuma & Van Orden, 1997;
Beretta et al., 2005; Rodd et al., 2002). Would it, then, be possible
to explain those ROM effects in terms of some sort of strategy like
that suggested here to explain the results in Experiment 2? Unfor-
tunately, it’s not clear that it would be. While using relatedness
amongst senses/meanings might be a useful cue in the present
Experiment 2, leading to the ROM advantage, it’s not clear why
using pseudohomophones in an English lexical-decision task
would accomplish the same purpose. At this point, therefore, it
doesn’t appear that one can conclusively determine why Azuma
and Van Orden (1997) and Rodd et al. (2002) got evidence for a
ROM effect only when they used pseudohomophones. However,
when thinking about this question, the following fact should also
be kept in mind. In both Rodd et al.’s and Klepousniotou and
Baum’s (2007) studies, the ROM effect was weaker in their visual
lexical-decision task (even with pseudohomophones in Rodd et al.,
2002) than in their auditory lexical-decision task, a task in which
pseudohomophones do not exist (i.e., if it sounds like a word, it is
a word). Thus, it is reasonably clear that using pseudohomophones
is not a prerequisite for getting a ROM effect.
Also worth noting is that Beretta et al. (2005) conducted MEG

recordings in their lexical decision experiment, which led them to
the conclusion that both the polysemy advantage and homonymy
disadvantage in the lexical-decision task were due to different
speeds of semantic activation for homonyms, polysemous words,
and unambiguous words. Using Rodd et al.’s (2002) stimuli,
Beretta et al. replicated the polysemy advantage and the homon-
ymy disadvantage on lexical decision latencies in their task. At the
same time, Beretta et al. found that the results of M350 latencies
(the neuromagnetic evoked component in the left temporal cortex
peaking at 300–420 ms after the visual presentation of stimuli)
were similar to those of the lexical decision latencies. That is,
although the effects were marginal, Beretta et al. observed a
polysemy advantage and a homonymy disadvantage in their anal-
ysis of M350 latencies. Following Pylkkanen, Stringfellow, and
Marantz (2002), Beretta et al. assumed that M350 latencies in
MEG recordings are sensitive only to early processing and, hence,
concluded that the speed of semantic activation is modulated by
both NOM and ROM in a way consistent with the proposals of
PDP models, providing some support for those models.
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Overall, however, given the preponderance of the evidence,
including the evidence from Hino et al. (2006), Pexman et al.
(2004), and Siakaluk, Pexman, Sears, and Owen (2007) concern-
ing the impact of decision-making processes in terms of producing
ambiguity effects, there appears to be little support for a PDP-type
account of ambiguity effects like that proposed by Rodd et al.
(2002). Following Klein and Murphy (2001, 2002), it seems more
likely that different meanings and senses are both represented by
distinctive sets of features or units at the semantic level; thus, the
speed of semantic activation is not actually affected by ROM,
which is why Hino et al. (2006) and Pexman et al. (2004) failed to
find a ROM effect in their semantic tasks. Hino et al.’s and
Pexman et al.’s failure to find NOM effects in semantic tasks also
suggests that the basic assumption of competition during the
semantic activation process is also probably incorrect. In lexical
decision tasks, of course, NOM effects (i.e., advantages) do arise.
While the locus of those effects is not yet pinned down, a reason-
able possibility is that the NOM advantage is due to those words
that have more meanings and/or more senses producing more
semantic activation and, hence, stronger semantic feedback, which
facilitates processing at the orthographic/lexical level (e.g., Hino et
al., 2002; Hino et al., 2006; Lupker, 2007).
Everything considered, one must acknowledge that the locus of

any ROM effect is, unfortunately, still far from being determined.
An important message offered by the present research, however, is
that ROM effects could arise at the decision-making stage due to
a specific strategy employed by participants in order to accomplish
a task. As such, all the ROM effects reported in the literature as
well as those observed in future studies must be carefully inter-
preted in order to reach a reasonable conclusion regarding the
locus of those effects.

Résumé

Les effets du nombre de significations (NS) et du lien entre ces
significations (LS) ont été examinés pour les mots japonais kata-
kana à l’aide d’une tâche de décision lexicale. Dans l’Expérience
1, seul un avantage NS a été observé. Dans l’Expérience 2, les
mêmes mots katakana ont conduit à un avantage LS lorsque des
mots kanjis et des non-mots ont été ajoutés. Puisque les non-mots
kanjis étaient composés de caractères indépendants alors que
les mots kanjis étaient formés de caractères reliés, les participants
pourraient avoir utilisé le lien des significations activées comme
indice pour prendre des décisions lexicales dans cette expérience,
créant artificiellement un avantage LS pour les mots katakana.
Conformément à cette explication, aucun effet LS n’a été observé
pour les mots katakana dans l’Expérience 3 lorsque les non-mots
kanjis étaient composés de caractères ayant des significations
similaires (c’est-à-dire, reliées). Ces résultats représentent un ob-
stacle additionnel pour la position selon laquelle la vitesse de
codage sémantique est modulée par les LS pour les mots ambigus.

Mots-clés : effet du nombre de significations, effet du lien entre
significations, tâche de décision lexicale
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Appendix

Polysemous, Homonymous, and Unambiguous Katakana Words Used in Experiments 1, 2,
and 3, Along With Their English Translations

Polysemous Words:

カップ cup, mug/prize cup/ice cream cup/cup for brassiere

カバー cover/compensation/singing other person’s song/a
book cover

キー key, lock/key, an important point/hint/key in music

サイン signature/signal, motion

スーパー supermarket/super, excellent

セット set, a suite/setting up/set, a match/having one’s hair
set

ソフト soft, gentle, tender/softball/soft serve ice cream/
software

ヒット hit in baseball/hit, a success

ブリッジ bridge (to cross a river)/bridge in wrestling

プレス press, place (one’s hand, finger) with force/the press,
new, journalism/make smooth with a hot iron

フロント front desk (in a hotel)/front, the foremost part

ポイント the point, the gist/point, a score/point, a place

ボックス box, container/a certain type of dance steps

モード mode in fashion, popularity, trend/type, manner/
mood, temper

Homonyms:

コート wearing coat/court in sports/coating with paint

サンド sandwich/place tightly between two other things/
sand, tiny grains of crushed rocks

スチール steel/still (picture)/base steal (in baseball)

セーブ saving, economization/save, record data/save, help/
save in baseball/Seibu, a name of a company

ソース sauce/source

チェック cheque, investigate/cheque, a pattern made of
squares

パンク a flat tyre/punk rock

ベース base, basis/base in baseball/bass (guitar)

ボーリング bowling/boring (to dig)

リーチ reach in mahjong/reach, length of the arm/reach, a
name of a toothbrush

リード in the lead, have an advantage/lead, take the head/
lead, a name of a paper used for cooking/read/lead in baseball

リスト list/wrist

リング a finger ring/ring, a title of a movie/things placed in
a circle/a ring for boxing or wrestling

ルート Route, a way to go/square root/connections, contacts

Unambiguous Words:

アイデア idea

ギフト gift

コスト cost

シーズン season

シューズ shoes

タワー tower

ピンク pink

プラン plan

フロア floor

ベンチ bench

ポット pot

モラル moral

ランク rank
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